If H is a connected, graded Hopf algebra, then Takeuchi's formula can be used to compute its antipode. However, there is usually massive cancellation in the result. We show how sign-reversing involutions can sometimes be used to obtain cancellationfree formulas. We apply this idea to the Hopf algebras of polynomials, graphs, and noncommutative symmetric functions.
Introduction
Let (H, m, u, ∆, ǫ) be a bialgebra over a field F. Call H graded if it can be written as H = ⊕ n≥0 H n so that 1. H i H j ⊆ H i+j for all i, j ≥ 0, 2. ∆H n ⊆ ⊕ i+j=n H i ⊗ H j for all n ≥ 0, and 3. ǫH n = 0 for all n ≥ 1.
If H 0 ∼ = F, then we say that H is connected. Takeuchi [Tak71] showed that if a bialgebra is graded and connected then it is a Hopf algebra and gave an explicit formula for its antipode. To state his result, define a projection map π : H → H by linearly extending π| Hn = 0 if n = 0, I if n ≥ 1, where 0 and I are the zero and identity maps, respectively.
Theorem 1.1 ([Tak71])
. Let H be a connected graded bialgebra. Then H is a Hopf algebra with antipode
(1)
where we let m −1 = u and ∆ −1 = ǫ.
Equation 1 has the advantage of giving an explicit formula for the antipode. But it is usually not the most efficient way to calculate S as there is massive cancellation in the alternating sum. One of the standard combinatorial techniques for eliminating cancellations is the use of sign-reversing involutions. Let A be a set and ι : A → A be an involution on A so that ι is composed of fixed points and two-cycles. Suppose that A is equipped with a sign function sgn : A → {+1, −1}. The involution ι is sign reversing if, for each two-cycle (a, b), we have sgn a = − sgn b. It follows that The purpose of the current work is to show how sign-reversing involutions can be used to give cancellation-free formulas for graded connected Hopf algebras. We give three examples of this technique. The first, in Section 2, is an application to the Hopf algebra of polynomials. Of course, it is easy to derive the formula for S in this case by other means. But the ideas of splitting and merging which appear here in their simplest form will be helpful in understanding our second example. Section 3 applies our method to one of the two standard Hopf algebras on graphs. In particular, we rederive a formula of Humpert and Martin [HM12] which expresses the coefficients of the antipode in terms of acyclic orientations of graphs. Our third application in Section 4 concerns a new basis for the Hopf algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions, NSym. Recently Berg, Bergeron, Saliola, Serrano, and Zabrocki [BBS + 14] defined a lift of the Schur basis for symmetric functions to NSym which they call the immaculate basis. We derive the first formulas for the antipode in this basis, in particular for the cases where the associated composition is a hook or has at most two rows. Again, sign-reversing involutions are crucial to our proofs. We end with a section about future work and open problems.
The polynomial Hopf algebra
In this section we will use a sign-reversing involution to derive the well-known formula for the antipode in the polynomial Hopf algebra F[x]. We need some combinatorial preliminaries. If n is a nonnegative integer then let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. An ordered set partition of [n] is a sequence of nonempty disjoint subsets π = (B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k ) such that ⊎ i B i = [n] where ⊎ is disjoint union. We denote this relation by π |= [n]. The B i are called blocks and since they are sets we are free to always list their elements in a canonical order which will be increasing. We will also usually leave out the curly brackets and the commas within each block, although we will retain the commas separating the blocks. So, for example (13, 2) has blocks B 1 = {1, 3} and B 2 = {2}; the partition (2, 3, 1) has blocks B 1 = {2}, B 2 = {3}, B 3 = {1}; and (123) has a single block {1, 2, 3}. Finally, it will sometimes be convenient to allow some of the B i to be empty, in which case we will write π |= 0 [n].
Since the antipode is linear, it suffices to know its action on a basis. Here we use the standard basis for F[x].
Proof. To apply Takeuchi's formula, we first need to describe ∆ k−1 (x n ). By definition
It follows from coassociativity that
Plugging this into equation 1 and remembering that π kills anything in H 0 gives
Since
, the previous equation simplifies to
The last displayed equation shows that we will be done if we can find a sign-reversing involution ι on the set A = To define ι(π) where π = (B 1 , . . . , B k ) we find the least index l, if any, such that either |B l | ≥ 2 or B l = {a} with a < min B l+1 . If there is such an index, then we let
Otherwise ι(π) = π. Continuing with π = (5, 3, 249, 16, 78) from the previous paragraph, we can not have l = 1 or 2 since 5 > 3 and 3 > 2. But |B 3 | ≥ 2 which results in ι(π) = σ 3 (π) = (5, 3, 2, 49, 16, 78). It is clear from the definition that ι is a sign-reversing map. To show that ι 2 (π) = π, it suffices to consider the case where π is not a fixed point. Given the definition of the index l, we must have π = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l−1 , B l , . . . , B k ) where a 1 > a 2 > · · · > a l−1 > min B l . Suppose first that |B l | ≥ 2 and let B l = a l a l+1 . . . a m as well as
There remains to show that the only fixed point of ι is φ as defined by equation (3). But if π is a fixed point, then the index l does not exist which implies π = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) with a 1 > a 2 > · · · > a n . Clearly the only ordered partition of this type is π = φ.
A Hopf algebra on graphs
Now we turn our attention to a Hopf algebra of graphs G. We begin by introducing some notation. Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph with vertex set V = [n] and edge set E. We denote by [G] the isomorphism class of G. The Hopf algebra G is the free F-module on the isomorphism classes [G] . It has been studied by Schmitt [Sch93] , and Humpert and Martin [HM12] among others. Ardila and Aguiar (private communication) have recently described the antipode of G using the more general setting of Hopf monoids.
The product and coproduct maps in G are as follows
where G V 1 is the subgraph of G induced by the vertex set V 1 and similarly for G V 2 . We will henceforth drop the square brackets denoting equivalence class to simplify notation. No confusion should be caused by this convention.
To state the formula of Humpert and Martin for the antipode, we recall that a flat of G is a spanning subgraph F such that every component of F is induced. These are just the flats of the cycle matroid of G. We will denote the number of components of F by c(F ). Given any collection F of edges of G, the graph obtained from G by contracting the edges in F will be denoted G/F . Finally, we let a(G/F ) be the number of acyclic orientations O of G/F . That is, O is a digraph with underlying graph G/F such that O contains no directed cycles.
Theorem 3.1 ([HM12]). The antipode in G is given by
Proof. We will give a combinatorial proof of this theorem using the ideas from Section 2. By virtue of (9), (5), and Takeuchi's formula, the same reasoning that lead to equation (2) applied to G gives
In order to show that the coefficient of F in S(G) is (−1) c(F ) a(G/F ) we will construct, for each flat F , a sign-reversing involution ι on the set
. This involution will have fixed points which are in bijection with acyclic orientations of G/F and which all have sign (−1) c(F ) , so we will be done. We will first give the proof in the case that F is the flat with no edges and then indicate how this demonstration can be modified for a general flat. Note that if π = (V 1 , . . . , V k ) ∈ A F where F is the empty flat, then each V i is a set of independent vertices. Let O π be the orientation in G = G/F defined by orienting its edges as u → v whenever u ∈ V i , v ∈ V j and i < j.
Note that O π is acyclic because each V i is independent and the usual ordering of the integers is transitive.
In general, there will be many different π giving rise to the same orientation. So given an orientation O, we let
Among all the partitions in Π O , we distinguish a canonical one n . An example follows this proof. Our strategy will be, for each acyclic orientation O, to construct a sign-reversing involution
where F is the empty flat. This will complete the proof in the case under consideration.
Then there must be a smallest vertex i where π and φ O disagree, that is, 
which forces V j−1 ⊎ V j to be independent: if there were an edge in the graph underlying O ′ from a vertex of V j−1 to V j = b then it would be oriented into b, contradicting the fact that b is a source. So we can merge V j by replacing it with V j−1 ⊎ V j to form µ j (π). Finally define
As usual, it is clear that ι is sign-reversing. To check that it is an involution, we first show that the index i for π and for ι(π) are the same. If a block is split, then b ends up one block to the right of its original position so that the ith block still differs from φ O . If two blocks are merged, then the only way to change V i is by merging in with V i+1 . But afterwards the ith block has size at least two and so again differs from that block in φ O . Since i does not change in passing from π to ι(π), the orientation O ′ must be the same for both. Thus b is also invariant under this map since it is the largest source in O ′ . Now the fact that ι is an involution follows in much that same way as in the proof for F [x] . This finishes the demonstration for the empty flat.
We now deal with the general case. As already noted, every term in the sum (6) is a flat of G. Consider a flat F and a term Viewed as maps on ordered partitions, the involutions for F[x] and for G are not the same. However, if we take G to be the graph with V = [n] and no edges then there is only one flat, namely F = G, and only one acyclic orientation O. So the involution in this case has a unique fixed point which is the same as the one in the proof of Theorem 2.1. In fact, we could have used this map to prove the polynomial result and emphasize even more the similarly of the demonstrations. We chose the earlier involution because of its simplicity.
The immaculate basis for NSym
The noncommutative symmetric functions, NSym, are freely generated as an algebra by the symbols H 1 , H 2 , . . . which implies, in particular, that they do no commute. It is also convenient to let H 0 = 1 and H n = 0 for n < 0. Similarly, the ordinary symmetric functions, Sym, are generated by the complete homogeneous symmetric functions h 1 , h 2 , . . . which do commute. There is also the forgetful function NSym → Sym defined by algebraically extending the map H n → h n for all n.
Bases for Sym are indexed by integer partitions λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ k ) which are weakly decreasing sequences of positive integers. The all-important Schur function basis can be defined by the k × k Jacobi-Trudi determinant
Bases for NSym are indexed by compositions α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α k ) which are arbitrary sequences of positive integers. To get a basis for NSym corresponding to the Schur functions, we define the noncommutative determinant of a k × k matrix A = (a i,j ) to be
where the sum is over all permutations σ of [k] . The immaculate basis for NSym is defined to be (see [ 
If α is a partition, then we clearly have S α → s α under the forgetful map. It is well known that Sym is actually a Hopf algebra where
The antipode has a particularly nice action on the Schur basis, namely
where λ ′ is the conjugate of λ and the absolute value sign denotes the sum of the components of a sequence. We will also use l(λ) do denote the number of components of λ, also known as its length.
We also have that NSym is a Hopf algebra with
But it appears as if the antipode is much harder to compute in the immaculate basis. So we will only derive formulas for it when α is a hook or when α has (at most) two rows. We will first need to investigate what happens when α is a single row. In this case we need a few more definitions. Let α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α k ) be any sequence of integers. Then we will use the shorthand
Now suppose that α is a composition with |α| = n. We define the completion of α to be the sequenceα obtained by inserting after each element a ∈ α a sequence of a − 1 zeros. For example, if α = (3, 4, 1, 2, 2) thenα = (3, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 0, 2, 0). Note that if |α| = n then |α| = n and l(α) = n. Furthermore H α = Hα because H 0 = 1.
Theorem 4.1. We have S(S n ) = (−1) n S 1 n .
Proof. Since S n = H n we can apply Takeuchi's formula in conjunction with equation (8) as in the previous proofs to obtain
By definition of the immaculate basis, we have
So the theorem will be proved if we can demonstrate that
In fact, we will show that the products in the sum are exactly the nonzero products in the expansion of the determinant. Given α appearing in the sum, let us find a product in the determinant giving this term. Let a be the first element of α. Then there is a unique H a in the first row of the matrix A = (H j−i+1 ), and it must be chosen as the first factor of the product if it is to result in Hα. This factor also contributes a sign of (−1) a+1 . Once the first row and ath column of A are removed, the resulting matrix is block triangular, where the first block has dimensions (a − 1) × (a − 1) and is upper triangular with H 0 on the diagonal. It follows that to get a nonzero term, one must pick these diagonal elements so that the product is now (−1) a+1 H a (H 0 ) a−1 . The second block is identical to the original matrix, only of smaller dimension. So one can continue this process to get the desired term. Similar ideas show that any nonzero term of the determinant appears uniquely in the sum, so we are done.
In the case of a hook, the antipode in NSym is like the one in Sym.
Theorem 4.2. We have S(S n,1 k ) = (−1) n+k S k+1,1 n−1 .
Proof. We induct on k, where the case k = 0 has been done in Theorem 4.1. For k > 0, note that the first column of the matrix A whose determinant is S n,1 k has only two nonzero entries, namely H n in the first row and H 0 = 1 is the second. Since H 0 commutes with all the other H a , one can expand about the first column and use the fact that S is an antihomomorphism to obtain
Since NSym is cocommutative, S 2 is the identity map and we have S(S 1 k ) = (−1) k S k from Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4.1 can also be applied to S(H n ) and induction can be applied to S(S n+1,1 k−1 ) to yield
We can now expand S k,1 n around the first column
as desired.
For the two-row case, we will express the antipode in terms of certain sets of tableaux. The shape of a composition α = (α 1 , . . . , α l ) is an array of l rows of left-justified boxes with α i boxes in row i. We will use English notation where the first row is at the top as well as matrix coordinates for the cells. We also do not distinguish between a composition and its shape. So, for example,
A dual immaculate tableau of shape α is a placement T of positive integers in the cells of α such that the rows strictly increase and the first column weakly increases. The reason for using "dual" is because the strong and weak inequalities are interchanged from those for an immaculate tableau as defined in the paper of Berg et al. [BBS + 14] . We write sh T = α. One dual immaculate tableau of shape (3, 1, 2, 2) is T = 1 3 4 1 2 6 2 4
. We let T c = T i,j be the element of T in cell c = (i, j). The content of T is the composition co(T ) = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . ) where m i is the multiplicity of i in T . In our example tableau co(T ) = (2, 2, 1, 2, 0, 1).
Suppose T is a set of tableaux. A set of frozen cells for T is a set of cells such that, for each such cell c, the element T c is the same for all T ∈ T . This includes the case when T c is empty for all T ∈ T . We will denote a frozen cell by giving its element a star. In the case the cell is to be empty, we use the symbol ∅ * . To illustrate, here is a set of tableaux indicating one of its sets of frozen cells
In all cases of interest to us, the set of frozen cells will have the shape of a composition, that is, frozen cells in a row are left-justified and the set of frozen cells in the first column is connected. So we will call the elements in these cells a frozen tableaux T * . Note that T * includes the cells which are forced to be empty and we also require that all such cells are either at the right end of a row or at the bottom of the first column. In our example, the shape of T * is (2, 1, 3, 1, 1). A dual immaculate tableau which includes empty cells in this way will be called an extended tableau.
Now given an extended tableau T * and a content vector v, define the set T (T * , v) to be the set of all dual immaculate tableau such that Note that our example T is such a set. It will turn out that the sets T (T * , v) which we will need always also have the property
So henceforth we also assume that T (T * , v) also satisfies (d). It turns out that these are exactly the sets we need to describe the antipode.
Given α = (α 1 , . . . , α l ) |= n we will have to compute expressions of the form
where the second equality comes from Theorem 4.1. In [BBS + 14, Theorem 7.3] a rule is given for expanding S α S λ in the immaculate basis whenever α is a composition and λ is a partition. Applying this rule repeatedly to the last equation easily gives
where the sum is over all dual immaculate tableaux T with co(T ) = (α l , . . . , α 2 , α 1 ). We are now in a position to prove our result for two-rowed tableaux. An example illustrating the following theorem follows its proof.
where
Proof. Since S m,n = H m,n − H m+1,n−1 we see, using equation (9), that
where the first sum is over all possible dual immaculate tableaux of content (n, m) and the second over such tableaux of content (n − 1, m + 1). Let T be the signed set which is the union of these two sets of tableaux, with signs being assigned so as to give the sums above.
So it suffices to find a sign-reversing involution ι : T → T whose fixed points are exactly the tableaux in T 1 ∪ T 2 . Consider T ∈ T . If T contains n ones, then change the lowest one (which must be in the first column since T is dual immaculate) to a two as long as the resulting tableau is still dual immaculate. If T contains n − 1 ones, then change the highest two in the first column of T (if one exists) to a one. Note that if this is possible then the resulting tableau must be dual immaculate. If neither of these options is possible then T is a fixed point.
It is clear from the definitions that this is an involution and reverses sign. To find the fixed points, note that the only tableaux with n ones fixed by ι are those where the lowest one also has a two in its row. This gives precisely the tableaux in T 1 . Similarly, the tableaux with n − 1 ones fixed by ι are exactly those with no two in the first column which correspond to the tableaux in T 2 . This finishes the proof.
By way of illustration, to calculate S(S 2,4 ) we compute S(S 2,4 ) = S 2,1,1,2 + S 1,2,1,2 + S 1,1,2,2 + S 1,1,1,2,1 − S 2,2,2 .
Future work and open problems
We hope that this article will just be a first step in the exploration of the use of signreversing involutions to derive formulas for antipodes. Here are three directions which it would be interesting to explore.
1. Are there other Hopf algebras where the split or merge idea can be used to derive nice, preferably cancellation-free, formulas for S? Even more ambitious, is there a (meta)-involution which can be used to prove antipode identities for many different Hopf algebras at once? As was noted at the end of Section 3, one can use an involution for F [x] which is the special case of the one for G where the graph has no edges. We should also mention that this technique has been used in recent work of Nantel Bergeron and Cesar Ceballos (private communication) on a Hopf algebra of subword complexes. Similarly, a formula for the antipode of a Hopf algebra of abstract simplicial complexes has been computed using these techniques by the second author in joint work with Hallam and Machacek.
2. Can one obtain a full formula for the antipode in NSym? We attempted to at least do the three-row case, but the expressions in terms of frozen tableaux became increasingly complicated. However, there may be some other idea which is needed to unify all the cases.
3. We know from equation (7) that the antipode for Sym is particularly simple when expressed in terms of the Schur basis. Is there a way to derive this beautiful formula using a sign-reversing involution?
